Functional brain imaging (positron emission tomography -PET, functional magnetic resonance imaging -fMRI), allowing in vivo analysis of the brain-digestive tract interaction and the neurological mechanisms underlying visceral hypersensitivity, significantly advanced research and helped in the understanding of the interrelations in this field. Differences in this parameter can result from alterations in task-related cognitive states or from resting state processes. Nowadays, advanced imaging techniques such as fMRI are more frequently used and are acknowledged among both clinicians and radiologists in the diagnostic algorithm of digestive tract diseases. Functional dyspepsia is a condition in which neuroimaging allows for analysis of dysfunctions within the brain-gut axis (BGA) engaged in processing of visceral discomfort and pain. The results of studies in patient groups with irritable bowel syndrome prove that psychosocial factors significantly affect the mechanisms regulating visceral sensitivity within the brain. The BGA includes neuronal pathways (autonomic nervous system), neuroendocrine (hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal axis), and neuroimmunological ones. Psychological processes affect the functioning of the digestive system and can cause dyspeptic symptoms. A patient's mental condition associated with stress can affect processes taking place in the central nervous system and trigger somatic reactions in the digestive tract through the autonomic visceral system.
Introduction
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is one of the imaging methods designed to assess regional changes in oxygenation and blood flow within the brain. An increase in the active region volume is measured with BOLD (blood-oxygenation-level-dependent), which specifies the relation between magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) signal intensity and blood oxygenation level, with image intensity changing depending on deoxyhaemoglobin level. Differences in this parameter can result from alterations in task-related cognitive states or from resting state processes.
In 1982 Keith Thulborn investigated differences in magnetic dependence of oxy-and deoxyhaemoglobin with MRI in order to measure the oxygen consumption by the brain. His studies showed that it is possible to measure blood oxygenation in vitro with MRI, which was a significant step in developing the combination of fMRI and BOLD [1, 2] .
In the 1990s, fMRI started to be more commonly used in neurological studies mainly devoted to the evaluation of the cognitive functions of the brain, in psychiatry, in clinical psychology, and in preventive planning. The popularity of fMRI nowadays results from the wide availability of the devices (1.5 T scanners), non-invasiveness of the method, and good spatial resolution. The method is more and more frequently used as a biomarker for numerous illnesses, in therapy monitoring, neurological surgery planning, and in investigating pharmacological efficacy.
BOLD, as previously mentioned, is the most commonly used fMRI technique. It involves detection of deoxygenated haemoglobin in blood because it presents with paramagnetic properties, as well as identification of changes in its regional distribution dependent on neuronal activation. fMRI in resting state is a relatively new tool, allowing the analysis of connections between functionally connected but anatomically separated brain regions with no need to perform any particular active tasks.
It is commonly known, based on daily observation and scientific research, that psychological processes, both affective and cognitive, affect the functioning of the digestive system. The relation between psychological factors and visceral hypersensitivity has been implied for a long time, mainly based on studies focused on functional diseases of the digestive system. However, until quite recently, the mechanism of this remained unclear, mainly due to a lack of non-invasive investigation methods. Functional brain imaging (positron emission tomography -PET, fMRI), allowing in vivo analysis of the brain-digestive tract interaction and neurological mechanisms underlying visceral hypersensitivity, significantly advanced research and helped in understanding the interrelations in this field.
The brain-gut axis (BGA) is a notion introduced in the course of research, which can be defined as a bidirectional system of connections between the brain and the digestive tract, including not only neuronal pathways (autonomic nervous system) but also neuroendocrine (hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal axis) and neuroimmunological ones. There are two independent systems transferring signals from the intestines to the brain: the parasympathetic and the sympathetic afferent system. The parasympathetic afferent neurones project to the solitary nucleus and then through the thalamus (periventricular nucleus) to the hypothalamus, locus coeruleus-amygdala circuit and the periaqueductal grey, i.e. brain structures engaged in emotional autonomic, neuroendocrine, and behavioural response [3] . One third of all neurons originating from the thalamus transfer signals from the intestine to the visceral sensory neuromatrix [4, 5] . The sympathetic afferent neurones create medullary-lentiform pathways, medullary-intracerebral, and medullary-hypothalamic pathways responsible for automatic reflexes to visceral stimulation. The key pathway is the spinothalamic pathway projecting to the somatosensory cortex (SI/SII), callosal gyrus cortex, and the insula, where the conscious visceral reflex is produced. The main function of SI/SII is to code the intensity and location of visceral stimuli, while the callosal gyrus cortex is mainly engaged in affective-motivative aspects (anxiety-related pain) and cognitive-assessment aspects of pain (prediction). Within the insula sensory information of various senses is processed, pertaining to the inner condition of the body. It is not a pain-specific region, but it is engaged in coding sensory and emotional aspects of pain, by integrating visceral and somatic sensory stimuli with emotional information. The highest structure integrating and processing sensory and visceral pain signals is the prefrontal cortex, which is also engaged in forming responses to sensory stimuli [6] .
The classification of functional disorders of the digestive tract is based on the Rome Criteria published in 2006. The most common complaint belonging to the group of functional disorders is functional dyspepsia (FD), occurring in approximately 25% of the general population. The prevalence of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) in western countries is estimated at 15-24%. Complaints associated with functional conditions are more common in women than in men, with an estimated women:men ratio of 2-3 : 1, and they are more frequent in the young population [7] .
Studies conducted on healthy participants provide significant and direct proof confirming that there is extensive modulation of normal sensory signals coming from the intestines by the psychological processes, both affective and cognitive, at the brain level. Even though this does not necessarily indicate that the symptoms observed in patients with functional diseases of the digestive tract are directly caused by these processes, a hypothesis has been formed that they may play a role at least in some of these patients [8] [9] [10] .
Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS)
It has been shown that during rectal distension in healthy participants the same regions of brain (neuromatrix) are activated as in the case of patients with IBS. However, the intensity and the range of activation is different in IBS groups vs. healthy control groups, mainly in regions engaged in processing affective and cognitive aspects of visceral sensitivity/pain. In some studies, the anterior cingulate cortex-anterior mid cingulate cortex (ACC-aMCC) activity during painful rectal distension was higher in FD patients, compared to healthy participants [11] [12] [13] [14] . These differences can result from hyperregulation of the afferent visceral stimuli to the brain, various affective and cognitive reactions at the brain level (increased prediction and vigilance), or negative affective reaction to sensory visceral stimuli. However, it should be pointed out that in many studies involving rectal distension in patients with IBS, results indicated decreased ACC-aMCC activity or no such activity at all [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . These observations can be associated with poor descending antinociceptive response through the pathways coming from the ACC level, the "ceiling effect", or the differentiating sensitivity of the lateral and medial system of pain in IBS patients. Contradictory observations were also made in studies on the response to somatic pain stimuli in IBS patients, which showed both lower [20] , similar [21, 22] , and higher [21] somatic pain thresholds, compared to healthy participants. Based on fMRI scans, Ringel et al. [23] observed that IBS patients with abuse history presented with higher activity of MCC and posterior callosal gyrus during attempts of rectal distension, compared to IBS patients with no such history [23] . On the other hand, ACC activity (perigenual ACC) in this group was lower compared to IBS patients without abuse history, and with healthy participants. However, it is earlier studies with the use of PET showed lower ACC-aMCC (ACC) activity during rectal distension attempts in patients with IBS [15] . Despite the discrepancies, the results of the studies prove that psychosocial factors significantly affect the mechanisms regulating visceral sensitivity within the brain. Lawal et al. [24] conducted a study with the use of fMRI to assess regional brain activation during subliminal complaints evoked by rectal distension (below the threshold of conscious perception). The total volume of the activated (simulated) cortex was significantly higher in patients with IBS compared to the control group. As reported by researchers, use of subliminal stimuli allowed them to analyse the processing of afferent visceral signals by the brain, independently of the cognitive modulation. With this method they showed that visceral hypersensitivity in patients with IBS is probably caused by increased afferent signalling/stimulation to the brain, rather than different processing of signals at the brain level.
Functional dyspepsia (FD)
Functional dyspepsia is another condition in which neuroimaging allows the analysis of dysfunctions within the brain-gut axis engaged in processing of visceral discomfort and pain. Patients with FD present with various abnormalities in some specific brain areas. Vandenberghe et al. examined FD patients with the use of gastric balloons and observed abnormal activity within the precentral gyrus (bilaterally), frontal inferior gyrus (bilaterally), frontal central gyrus, temporal superior gyrus, both cerebellar hemispheres, and the left temporal inferior gyrus [25] . Van Oudenhove et al. showed that abnormal brain stimulation observed in patients with FD and in healthy people, in various experimental circumstances (gastric distension, no distension, sham distension), was associated with sensory, agitation-anxiety, and affective-cognitive disturbances [26] .
Researchers also investigated disturbances that occur in resting state in patients with FD. Van Oudenhove et al. showed that psychosocial factors can contribute to abnormal brain activity in patients with FD in resting state. Their studies showed that the activity of pACC (pregenual anterior cingulate cortex) and aMCC (anterior middle circulate cortex) was negatively correlated with anxiety, while activity of the dorsal part of the pons showed positive correlation. Moreover, they proved that abuse history was associated with different activity within the insula, prefrontal cortex (PFC), hippocampus, and the corpus callosum [26, 27] . On the other hand, Liu et al. [28] carried out a study with 30 FD patients and 30 healthy participants (control group) and observed that differences in activity in these groups included the right dorsal-medial prefrontal cortex, left ventral-medial prefrontal cortex, left orbital-frontal cortex, right supplementary motor area (SMA; secondary motor cortex, frontal lobe), right temporal pole, insula, right callosal gyrus, left thalamus, hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, and the right cerebellum. In another study [29] the same team of researchers examined 49 patients and 39 healthy participants (control group) to find significant differences in the activity within the dorsal-medial prefrontal cortex, left ventral-medial prefrontal cortex, orbital-frontal cortex, anterior part of the callosal gyrus, thalamus, parahippocampal gyrus, precuneus, parietal cortex, and temporal pole. Moreover, changes in the default mode network (DMN) were consistent with symptom progression in the course of FD. A different study conducted by Zhou et al. [30] analysed interhemispheric resting-state functional connectivity in 26 patients with FD and 20 healthy participants. They showed that patients with FD have more interhemispheric functional connections, both general and region-specific, such as within anterior callosal gyrus, insula, and/or the thalamus, compared to the healthy population.
Discussion and conclusions
Functional brain imaging is a valuable method in investigating neural mechanisms underlying visceral disturbances. Dyspeptic complaints do not correlate well with any particular physiological disturbances. However, a correlation was found between the signs of early satiation and disorders accompanying gastritis and duodenitis (mainly eosinophilia). There are also genetic studies conducted into possible correla-tion between bacterial inflammation of the upper and lower segments of the digestive tract and functional disorders.
The most recent studies show that complex biological interactions and behavioural mechanisms cause the complaints in functional disorders in both the lower and upper segment of the digestive tract. A patient's mental condition associated with stress can affect the biological processes taking place in the central nervous system and trigger somatic reactions in the digestive tract through the autonomic visceral system. Studies suggest that dyspeptic symptoms can be caused by psychological factors. There was a correlation observed between anxiety and decreased pain threshold, epigastric discomfort, burning sensation, and early satiety. Patients with functional disorders of the digestive tract are also less effective in dealing with daily-life problems. They are more inclined to be too critical of themselves, have catastrophic thoughts, or focus on their failures. There was no relation observed between complaints associated with functional disorders and survival [30] [31] [32] .
There have been numerous studies carried out to investigate the neuroanatomy of emotions and to identify brain structures activated during an experiment based involving evoking various emotional states in healthy people. Phan et al. carried out a meta-analysis of 55 studies involving PET and fMRI examinations, which indicated that the feeling of fear is associated with increased activity of the amygdalae, and sadness with activation of the subgenual part of the callosal gyrus.
Overlapping of various functional disorders questions the differences amongst them, which is consistent with the general trend of perceiving functional disorders as a mask of other diseases and their possible psychological/emotional background.
